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Bauer, Siren Song:  Key question 

Is the free market approach to recognizing water as an 
economic good compatible with the broader and long-
term goals of integrated water resource management? 
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I. Hydropower: Nexus between water and energy 

II. Analytical framework/approach 

III. Hydropower and water rights in Chile 

IV. Hydropower and the electricity sector in Chile 

V. Nexus between water policies and electricity policies 
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I. Hydropower as water/energy nexus 

Two axes of analysis:  Water and electricity 

 

Rules of the games for both sectors 

 

Global trends affecting hydropower: 

Privatization and markets 

Climate change 

Ecosystem goods/services 

 



Questions 

How are rivers governed under market-oriented water 
and electricity policies? 

 
How are different uses and values of water and energy 

coordinated in a market-driven context? 
 
What are the implications for sustainable development? 

How to balance markets with regulation? 
 
Why Chile? 
 



Background about Chile 

Physical geography 

 

Recent political, economic, legal history 

 

Cf. 1981 Water Code with 1982 Electric Law: 

Both pro-market, but Water Code more laissez-faire 

 





II. Analytical framework/approach 

Two axes of analysis:  Water and electricity 

 

Interdisciplinary fields: 

 Geography (human-environment relations) 

 Law and society 

 Political economy, institutional economics, law and 
economics 

 



II. Analytical framework/approach 

Concrete examples: 

 Property rights 

 Institutional arrangements for markets 

 Rules of the game (= institutional economics) 

 

Some key principles: 

 Law determines economic value 

 Law defines the structure and operation of markets 



III. Hydropower and water rights 

Water Code of 1981: Privatization and free markets 

 

Non-consumptive water rights: 

 Multiple use / river basin cooperation & conflict 

 Speculation and monopoly 

 

Legal reform of 2005: Many years of debate, minor results 



IV. Hydropower and electricity sector 

Physical features of electricity: Problem of storage 

 

Water as fuel 

 

Relationship between hydropower and thermal power 

 

Historical development in Chile: Role of hydropower 

 



IV. Hydropower and Electric Law 
of 1982 

Electricity markets, prices, and sub-sectors 

 

Spot market and CDEC (power pool operator): 

Hydropower is key to generation 

 

Privatization in late 1980s 



V. Nexus of water and electricity 
policies since 1990 

Argentine natural gas (rise and fall) 

 

Water rights and monopoly power 

 

Drought and electricity crisis in 1998-99 

 

Leyes Larga y Corta: “Long law” and “Short law” 

 

Hydroelectric boom in Patagonia and other regions 



Conclusions: Chilean rivers 

In Chile, electricity law grants de facto property rights to 
water to owners of hydropower 

 

Electricity law trumps water law in managing rivers that 
have hydropower dams 

 

Both laws favor hydropower – water is free 

 

Rivers with dams are more regulated than they seem – but 
not for IWRM or water governance, which are weakened 

 



Conclusions: Water and environment 

Bad news for integrated and sustainable water 
management 

 

Tough challenges for environmental flows, ecosystem 
services, water governance (= conflict resolution) 

 

Chile is a world leader in water and electricity markets, 
but no one looks to Chile for sustainability or 
governance 



 



Recommendations and future work 

Changing dual roles of hydropower are global issue 

 Focus on water-energy nexus is valuable 

 Current hydropower boom in Chile does not consider it 

 California and Western U.S.? 

 

How to integrate both sectors? 

 Improve/strengthen environmental law, economics, 
policy 

 Improve/strengthen judicial system 

 



Final words 

Hydropower is key example of broader problems of 
environmental sustainability and climate change 

 

Legal rules define markets and determine economic value 

 

Property rights and institutions are key for ecosystem 
services 
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I. Introduction & overview 

 

II. Previous work in Chile: 
 Privatization of water rights & markets;  river basin governance 

 Hydropower, electricity law, & water/energy nexus (NRJ 2009) 

 

III. History of hydropower in California & U.S. 
 Significance in Western U.S. water development 

 Significance in Western U.S. electricity development 

 

IV. Conclusions & next steps 



Questions 

What has been the role & importance of hydropower… 

 in the evolution of water law & the water sector? 

 in the evolution of electricity law & the electricity sector? 

 

How have hydropower’s dual roles interacted over time? 

 What conflicts over these dual roles have arisen & how 
have they been governed? 
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